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[Newsis] The ‘True Parents’ Historical Archives’ is finally dedicated in Commemoration of Rev. 

Sun Myung Moon’s 2nd Seonghwa Anniversary. 

The Family Federation for World Peace and Unification held the dedication ceremony for the ‘True 
Parents’ Historical Archives’ on the morning of the 8th at the Family Federation Headquarters in 
Cheonpa-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul as one of the events being held in commemoration of Rev. Sun 
Myung Moon’s 2nd Seonghwa Anniversary. 

The ceremony was attended by about 200 people, including Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon, World Headquarters 
Director Sun Jin Moon, President Kwon Jin Moon, Family Federation President Kyeung-Seuk Ryu and 
Cheon Il Guk Holy Scriptures Publishing Committee President Young-Whi Kim. 



 
Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon performed the unveiling of the signboard and the official ribbon cutting. President 
Kyeung-Seuk Ryu then gave the welcoming address, followed by a congratulatory address by President 
Young-Whi Kim, and a progress report by Historical Archive Director Seok-Byeong Kim. Dr. Han then 
gave a speech. 
 

 
 
“The historical achievements made for the fulfillment of the Providence are now all recorded in the ‘True 
Parents’ Historical Archives,’ which we dedicate on this day. We must now cherish this precious jewel of 
history together with the True Parents’ Life History Museum,” said Dr. Han. 
 

 
 
“The True Parents’ Historical Archive is built in the best facility available in order to protect the priceless 
data of heaven’s providence. All of the videos of True Parents’ victorious course until the opening of the 
gates of Cheon Il Guk, speeches and providential events in Unification history are organized by subject, 
and are easy to access through our archiving system. We have now opened up a new era, in which the 
lifetime achievements and providential records of Rev. Moon, who opened the substantial gates of Cheon 
Il Guk, will be protected and immortalized in this historical archive,” said President Ryu. “We must now 



put forth our best efforts to protect these valuable records, so that we may pass them on to our 
descendants. The Historical Archive will become one more shining providential landmark that opens up 
the new era of Cheon Il Guk.” 
 

 
 
“Rev. Moon left behind countless speeches throughout his lifetime, as he led the providence of restoration 
from the front line. He was an example that all of humankind should follow,” said Council President 
Young-Whi Kim. “The future path that not only we as a church, but all of mankind, should follow is 
outlined in the tradition, words and the lives of Rev. and Dr. Moon. In that respect, the opening of the 
Historical Archive on this day is an event of deep significance. The Historical Archive is definitely a 
wonderful tool that can be used to introduce Rev. and Dr. Moon to humanity, and I feel that the 
publication of our history is a great achievement.” 
 
The evangelical records, which have been categorized and archived in the Historical Archive, will be 
accessible for exhibitions, publishing and perusal. 


